
With a fresh wind into the new season 

 

Fundamental revisions provide for new design and a more balanced 
relationship within the model architecture. The CrossOver range is also 
being expanded with new series. 

For many years, the VICTORIA brand has reliably stood for comfort-
oriented bicycles/e-bikes suitable for everyday use with reliable 
components. The brand remains true to this core. With the addition of 
the SUV/cross-over category to the two segments City/Urban and 
Trekking/Suburban two years ago, the model range architecture was 
expanded in line with the latest trends. As developments here suggest 
great potential for future sales, VICTORIA has adapted the model 
structures accordingly. 

The Trekking/Suburban segment was reduced by twelve percent, the 
City/Urban category by twenty eight, the number of SUV/crossover 
models, on the other hand, has been doubled and a completely new 
model series has been added. Overall, the program has been streamlined 
by around fourteen percent - in favor of fewer overlaps and better clarity. 

The brand is taking account of the trend towards higher-torque drives 
and batteries with greater capacity, with many models receiving an 
upgrade compared to last season.  

 

eParcours 

Full-suspension premium SUV bikes are available on the market from 
various manufacturers, often derived from the in-house eMTB portfolio. 
Only a few SUV model series offer a mono-frame without a top tube. 

This was the starting point for VICTORIA to launch the new "eParcours" 
series: Sporty look and yet a comfortable entry, plus an integrative design 
with the right amount of understatement. 

What may sounds contradictory, actually complement each other 
harmoniously within the latest VICTORIA series. The aim was to enrich 
the SUV segment with a sophisticated and dynamic concept that is also 
comfortable to drive. 



The four-pivot platform is equipped with a 100 mm air-suspension 
chassis. In the side view, however, the central suspension strut is barely 
visible. And this is intentional: The VICTORIA eParcours models focus on 
the harmonious appearance of a comfortable crossover full suspension 
vehicle. 

Two models are available at market launch, both with the BOSCH 
Performance CX, PowerTube 625 as well as the Smarthub display. The 
two bikes are distinguished by the 1 x 11-speed Shimano XT shifting and 
the 1 x 10-speed Shimano Deore shifting. Both shiftings already offer the 
new Linklglide- 

Standard from Shimano for more shifting comfort and less wear. In 
addition, details such as the stem developed together with Ergotec, the 
integrated display cable routing and the lowerable seatpost show of 
much attention to details. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



eAdventure 

The second youngest model series is also undergoing constant 
expansion. Two years ago, the VICTORIA model architecture was 
expanded for the first time to include crossover models. In addition to 
the SHIMANO EP8 and E7000 is also the BOSCH Performance CX drive 
system, which provides high-torque propulsion. With additional models 
now also including hub gears / belt and a thorough revision of the 
design, this series is now even broader than before. 

 

 

 

The new design, consisting of two-tone paintwork, colorful decals and 
reduced brand lettering makes the eAdventure models look less bulky 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



eTouring 

The range equipped with SHIMANO Steps drive systems receives a 
significant update for the upcoming model year. In addition to the two-
tone design of the InTube models, the two models of the 11 series can 
also be shifted fully automatically if desired thanks to the SHIMANO 
Nexus 5 Di2, which brings a further gain in comfort. 

 

Bold colors and a slim, shapely InTube frame characterize the eTouring 
models of the 12/11 line 

 

 

eTrekking 

The heart of the eTrekking line in terms of units, the series 8 - 6, shed 
their conservative image with the change to the model year 2022 and get 
a modern exterior with new frames. The series, which is exclusively 
equipped with BOSCH drives systems, elegantly conceals its 
PowerPacks here under a plastic lid. The models in the 12/11 series 
above it have also been upgraded, also received an upgrade, consisting 
not only of the new two-tone design but also with models having larger 
battery capacities. 



 

The new frames with battery cover, set the high-volume eTrekking middle 
class in the future significantly in a more modern scene ... 

 

... the PowerTube models, on the other hand, are now visually more 
distinct from them 


